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Abstract
This paper studies how mechanisms affect information acquisition by agents in matching
markets. We consider a tractable “Pandora’s box” model where students hold a prior over
their value for each school and can pay an inspection cost to learn their realized value. The
model captures how students’ decisions to acquire information depend on priors and market
information, and can rationalize a student’s choice to remain partially uninformed. In such
a model students need market information in order to optimally acquire their personal
preferences, and students benefit from being “last to market”, i.e. waiting for the market
to resolve before acquiring information. We extend the definition of stability to this partial
information setting and define regret-free stable outcomes, where the matching is stable
and each student has acquired information optimally, as if she were last to market.
We show that regret-free stable outcomes have a cutoff characterization, and the set
of regret-free stable outcomes is a non-empty lattice. However, there is no mechanism
that always produces a regret-free stable matching, as there can be information deadlocks
where every student finds it suboptimal to be the first to acquire information. In settings
with sufficient information about the distribution of preferences, we provide mechanisms
that exploit the cutoff structure to break the deadlock and approximately implement a
regret-free stable matching.
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Introduction

Matching markets have been the subject of much academic research as well as substantial
interest from practitioners. In these markets agents have preferences over the individuals they
are matched to, and the assignment is not determined simply by monetary transfers. Matching
theory investigates the role of marketplace rules in determining the allocation, and elucidates
how matching markets can and should compute the overall assignment from individual agent
preferences. Such models allow us to better understand decentralized markets, such as college
admission, or to facilitate a better design of centralized assignment mechanisms, such as the
medical match and school choice (see, e.g. Roth and Sotomayor, 1992; Roth, 2015).
In this paper, we investigate how mechanisms affect how agents form their preferences. The
prevalence of incomplete information is well-studied in the context of auction markets (see e.g.
Eso and Szentes (2007); Milgrom and Weber (1982)), but is relatively unexplored in matching
market settings. This is despite the fact that in matching settings such as medical residency
matching and school choice, it is common not only for agents to have incomplete information
about their preferences, but also for them to spend a significant amount of effort investigating
potential placements before forming their final preferences. For example, in NYC public high
school admissions students must submit their preferences over more than 700 programs at more
than 400 high schools. Moreover, costly information acquisition is also an important equity
problem in school choice, as students from underprivileged backgrounds are often inadequately
informed about their options and must exert the most effort to determine their preferences
(see, e.g. Hassidim et al., 2015; Kapor et al., 2016).
Thus motivated, we study the effects of market design on costly information acquisition in a
many-to-one school choice market. In our model school priorities are common knowledge, and
students can acquire costly information about their preferences over school. We model each
agent’s information acquisition problem using the “Pandora’s box” framework of Weitzman
(1979) in the tractable continuum matching market of Azevedo and Leshno (2016). Each
student knows a prior distribution for each school’s utility to them, and must pay a cost
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in order to learn actual utility realization. The utility realizations are independent for each
student, and students individually decide on their information acquisition process. The student
information acquisition problem admits an optimal solution via a simple index policy, and allows
for students to only partially collect information.
We define stability under incomplete information for this setting: an outcome for the market
is stable with respect to acquired information and information acquisition costs if there is no
blocking pair, i.e. a (student, school) pair such that the student (i) has higher priority at a given
school than another student assigned to that school or the school is undercapacitated, and the
student either (ii) prefers the school to their assigned school, given their acquired information,
or (ii’) does not have enough information to make a decision and is willing to pay the cost to
collect further information. This definition extends the standard definition of stability, and is
equivalent to the standard definition when students do not incur information acquisition costs
and collect all preference information. However, in the presence of information acquisition costs
it is possible for different acquired information to lead to different stable outcomes. Hence the
design of the market mechanism can induce beliefs that lead students to acquire information
differently and implement different outcomes, even when there is a unique stable matching
under full information.
In settings with costly information acquisition students need information about their possible matches in order to optimally acquire information, and students may benefit from waiting
for the market to resolve before acquiring information. We refine the set of stable outcomes
to the set of regret-free stable outcomes, under which the information acquired by each student is the same as if they performed their optimal information acquisition process knowing
the preferences and information acquisition processes of all other students. In other words,
each student acquires information as if she were the last the enter the market, and no student
regrets not waiting for further information about other students’ preferences before learning
her own preferences. This means that regret-free stable matchings do not depend on student
beliefs. We furnish the surprising result that the set of regret-free stable matchings has a lattice
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structure, which it inherits from of the set of stable matchings under complete information
(attributed to John Conway in Knuth, 1976), and hence is non-empty and has an outcome
that is unambiguously the best for all students.
We then turn to the problem of providing matching mechanisms for implementing regretfree stable outcomes. We show that as regret-free stable matchings are characterized by cutoffs,
the student-optimal regret-free stable outcome can be implemented by learning and posting
the appropriate admissions cutoffs. For example, given sufficient market structure, schoolproposing Deferred Acceptance can be implemented in a sequential manner to learn the regretfree stable cutoffs with regret-free information acquisition. However, we also demonstrate
that there exist economies where regret-free stable matchings cannot be computed without
incurring additional costly information acquisition, and also where the student-optimality of a
regret-free stable matching cannot be verified without incurring additional costly information
acquisition. In general settings, standard mechanisms can result in information deadlocks,
where no information is gathered because every student finds it strictly optimal to wait for
others to acquire information first. Hence the presence of costly information acquisition does
not affect the structure of the set of stable outcomes but rather the algorithmic questions of
computing a regret-free stable outcome and verifying its optimality.
We show how to approximately compute the market-clearing admissions cutoffs when we
have historical information about demand or can estimate it by subsampling, and in such settings provide mechanisms that implement outcomes that are student-optimal regret-free stable
with respect to perturbed school capacities. Our results illustrate that, given sufficient information about aggregate student demand for schools, it is possible to approximately implement
a regret-free stable matching.

1.1

Prior Work

This paper contributes to the literature of matching markets with incomplete information. The
stream of work that is closest to ours is that of Aziz et al. (2016); Rastegari et al. (2013, 2014),
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which analyze a matching model where there is partial ordinal information on both sides of
the market that can be refined through costly interviews. They ask computational questions
regarding the minimal number of interviews required to find a stable matching, and find that
under a tiered structure an iterative version of DA minimizes the number of required interviews.
Our finding that a sequential version of DA implements a regret-free stable matchings when
agents are willing to inspect all schools they can attend is a particular case of this result where
the preferences of one side are known. Drummond and Boutilier (2013, 2014) consider more
general algorithms that acquire information through both interviews and comparisons and
provide algorithms that achieve approximately stable matchings with low information costs.
Lee and Schwarz (2009); Kadam (2015) also study information sharing through interviews.
Several papers consider other aspects of imperfect information in matching markets, without allowing agents to search for information. Liu et al. (2014) suggest a notion of stability
under asymmetric information between agents. Chakraborty et al. (2010) consider agents with
incomplete information who update their preferences after seeing the matching. Ehlers and
Massó (2015) demonstrate that there is a strong connection between ordinal Bayesian Nash
equilibria of stable mechanisms under incomplete information and Nash equilibria of the mechanism under corresponding complete information settings. We similarly define a notion of
stability under incomplete information and find a strong parallel with the structure of stable
matchings under complete information.
Empirical work demonstrates that incomplete information is important in the school choice
setting. Kapor et al. (2016) provides empirical evidence that many students participating in
a school choice mechanism are not well informed, and make mistakes when reporting their
preferences, and Dur et al. (2016) provides evidence that different parents exert different levels
of efforts in learning about school choice.
There is also a growing literature about information acquisition in market design. In an
auction setting, Kleinberg et al. (2016) shows that descending price auction create optimal
incentives for value discovery. Chen and He (2015) study how the DA and Boston mechanisms
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give participating agents incentives to learn their preferences and preferences of others, but
limit attention to the decision of whether to learn the full ordinal or cardinal valuation for
all schools. Bade (2015); Harless and Manjunath (2015) consider information acquisition in
assignment problems.
The rational inattention literature that stemmed from the macroeconomic literature also
looks at information acquisition by agents. This literature uses a framework introduced by
Sims (2003) where the costs of signals are given by information theoretic measures of the
informativeness of the signals. Matějka and McKay (2015) shows that in that framework
agent’s choices can be formulated as a generalized multinomial logit, and Steiner et al. (2017)
give a tractable formulation for the choices of agents with endogenous information acquisition
in a dynamic setting. Our approach differs in that our model uses a different cost structure,
and focuses on the interaction between information acquisition and market mechanisms.
A related question is the communication complexity of transmitting known preference to
a mechanism. Gonczarowski et al. (2015) consider the communication complexity of finding a
stable matching and show that it requires Ω n2 boolean queries. Ashlagi et al. (2018a) find


that the communication complexity of finding a stable matching is low under assumptions on
the structure of the economy and a Bayesian prior. Their Communication-Efficient Deferred
Acceptance protocol utilizes messages about both acceptances and rejections. The analysis in
both papers differs from ours in that they assume agent know their full preferences (for example,
can report their first choice) and only consider the cost of communicating that information to
the mechanism.
Finally, our work contributes to the growing number of papers exploring the use of sequential
or multi-round school choice mechanisms. Bo and Hakimov (2017) and Ashlagi et al. (2018b)
propose the Iterative Deferred Acceptance mechanism (IDAM) and Communication-Efficient
Deferred Acceptance mechanism respectively, which allow for multiple rounds of messagepassing where students can learn the set of schools with which they are likely to be matched.
Such mechanisms are also currently used in practice; Dur et al. (2016) empirically study a pub-
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lic school system in Wake County that implements an iterative mechanism, Gong and Liang
(2016) theoretically and empirically consider a college admissions system in Inner Mongolia
that implements an iterative version of Deferred Acceptance, and Bo and Hakimov (2017) propose IDAM in response to a sequential mechanism previously used for college admissions in
Brazil.

2

Model

We present a model where students learn their preferences through costly information acquisition. The set of schools is denoted by C = {1, . . . , n}, and each school i ∈ C has capacity to
admit qi > 0 students. A student is given by a quadruple s = (F s , cs , rs , v s ). School priorities
are publicly known, and captured by the vector rs ∈ [0, 1]C . School i prefers student s over
0

student s0 if and only if ris > ris . We say that ris is the rank of student s at school i. Student
s needs to perform costly information acquisition to learn her value for attending each school.
Initially student s knows that the value for attending school i is distributed according to prior
Fis , and may pay a inspection cost of csi > 0 to learn the realized value vis . Student s privately
knows F s , cs (importantly, the designer does not know these parameters). Students must inspect a school in order to attend it. We assume that vis is independently drawn across students
and schools.1


With slight abuse of notation, we use a student type θ = θ (s) = F θ , cθ , rθ
the initially known information of a student s =





to denote



F θ , cθ , rθ , v s . We refer to θ ∈ Θ as a

student type, and refer to s = (θ, v s ) ∈ S as the student’s realized preference. Formally,
Θ = F C × RC × [0, 1]C , where F is the set of probability distribution functions, and S = Θ × RC .
We will use s and θ interchangeably to index F θ , cθ , rθ . Given a type θ the realized values are
randomly distributed v s ∼ F θ , and with slight abuse of notation we write s ∼ F θ .
Definition 1. An discrete economy is given by E = (C, S, q), where S = {s1 , . . . , sN } is the
set of students and q = {qi }i∈C is the vector of quotas at each school.
1

This implies that preferences of other students do not provide a student any information about v s .
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We make the following assumptions. First, all students and colleges are acceptable. Second,
as ris carries only ordinal information, it is normalized to be equal to the percentile rank of
student s in college i’s preferences, i.e. rcs = |{s0 | s c s0 }| / |S|. Third, school have strict
0

priorities, i.e., ris 6= ris if s 6= s0 . Fourth, the priors F θ are such that students have strict
preferences, i.e., P (vis = vis0 ) = 0 for all s and i 6= i0 . Last, we assume there is an excess of
students, that is,

P

i∈C qi

< |S|.

It will useful to consider continuum economies where there is no aggregate uncertainty. The
realized preferences v s of a single student given his type θ (s) are random. In the continuum
economy there is a continuous mass of students of any given type θ, and although the realized
preferences of an individual student are random, the aggregate distribution over s = (θ, v)
is known from the initial information F θ . Formally, a continuum economy is described by a
measure η over S. We require that the measure η is consistent with initial information, that
is, for any A ⊂ Θ and sets Vi ⊂ RC we have that

η ({(θ, v) | θ ∈ A, vi ∈ Vi }) =

Z

Z

dF θ (v) dη (θ) .

θ∈A v∈V1 ×···×Vn

Definition 2. A continuum economy is given by E = (C, S, η, q), where q = {qi }i∈C is the
vector of quotas at each school, and η is a probability measure over S that is consistent with
initial information.
We make the same assumptions about continuum economies as for finite economies: namely
that all students and colleges are acceptable; ris is normalized so that for any i ∈ C and x ∈ [0, 1],
we have that η
we have η

n

n

(θ, v) ∈ S| riθ ≤ x

(θ, v) ∈ S| riθ = x

o

o

= x; school priorities are strict, i.e. for any x ∈ [0, 1]

= 0; student preferences are strict, i.e. for any x ∈ [0, 1] we

have η({s = (θ, v s ) ∈ S|vis = x}) = 0; and there is an excess of students,

P

i∈C qi

< η (S) = 1.

In what follows, we will define concepts for both the discrete and continuum economy, and let
η (·) denote the cardinality of a set in the discrete economy, and the measure in the continuum
economy.
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As in the standard matching models, a matching is a mapping µ : S → C ∪ {∅} specifying
the assignment of each student. Overloading notation, for school i ∈ C let µ (i) denote the
set µ−1 (i) ⊆ S of students assigned to school i. For each student s ∈ S and school i ∈ C,
let the inspection indicator χsi be an indicator function that is 1 if student s has inspected
school i and 0 otherwise.2 We denote the preference information revealed from inspections χ
by v|χ = {vis | χsi = 1}.
A matching µ is feasible with respect to inspections χ if for each school i ∈ C we have that
µ(i) is η-measurable and η (µ(i)) ≤ qi , and, for each student s, if µ(s) 6= ∅ then then χsµ(s) = 1.
This last condition is tantamount to assuming that a student must inspect a school in order to
attend it. A feasible outcome is a matching and inspection pair (µ, χ) such that µ is feasible
s
with respect to χ. Given (µ, χ) the utility of student s is us (µ, χ) = vµ(s)
−

2.1

P

i∈C

χsi csi .

Stability with Costly Information Acquisition

Consider a feasible outcome (µ, χ). As in the complete information settings, a student-school
pair (s, i) forms a blocking pair if: (i) student s has higher priority than some student who is
n

o

0

assigned to s or school s did not fill its capacity, namely ris > inf ris | s0 ∈ µ (i) or η (µ (i)) <
qi ; and (ii) student s inspected school i and knows she prefers school i over her assigned school
s .3 When information acquisition is costly for students there
µ (s), namely χsi = 1 and vis > vµ(s)

may be a student-school pair (s, i) where (i) holds and student s did not inspect school i. We
extend the standard definition and say that (s, i) forms a blocking pair if (i) holds; and (ii’)
s has not yet inspected school i and prefers to pay the inspection cost csi and be assigned to
h

n

o

i

s , ṽ s − cs ≥ v s . An
the better school of i and µ (s), namely χsi = 0 and Eṽis ∼Fis max vµ(s)
i
i
µ(s)

outcome (µ, χ) is stable if there are no pairs (s, i) that block by satisfying either (i),(ii) (i.e.
the classical stability condition) or (i),(ii’).
We remark that stability of (µ, χ) depends only on student’s initial information θ (s) and
preferences revealed by inspections v|χ . Simple examples show that if χ 6= χ0 are different
2
3

We are implicitly assuming that two students with the same type and values inspect the same schools.
Recall that feasibility requires that χsµ(s) = 1.
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inspections and µ is a matching, it is possible that the outcome (µ, χ) is stable but the outcome
(µ, χ0 ) is not.4
Given a matching µ define the budget set of student s by
n

0

o

B s (µ) = i ∈ C | ris ≥ ris for some s0 ∈ µ (i) ∪ {i ∈ C | η (µ (i)) < qi } .
The budget set B s (µ) is the set of schools such that (s, i) satisfy (i). A stable outcome (µ, χ)
must assign student s to a school i ∈ B s (µ) if s so desires, and the student s cannot be
assigned to any school in the complement set C \ B s (µ). We say that a school i is available
to s if i ∈ B s (µ), otherwise school i is unavailable to s. The following immediate lemma
characterizes stable outcomes in terms of budget sets.
Lemma 1. A feasible outcome (µ, χ) is stable if and only if for every student we have that

µ (s) = arg max {vis | i ∈ B s (µ) , χsi = 1} ,
i∈C

and for any i ∈ B s (µ) such that χsi = 0 we have that
h

n

o

i

s
s
Eṽis ∼Fis max vµ(s)
, ṽis − csi ≤ vµ(s)
.

2.2

Regret-Free Stable Outcomes

To reach an outcome, students must perform inspections to acquire information about their
values. These inspections might induce regret. Sometimes this regret is unavoidable: e.g., a
student will regret having inspected a school with low value. Other times, regret is avoidable:
i.e., a student should carefully select her inspections based on her available information. Below we characterize the information acquisition that maximizes the student’s expected payoff
4
For example, if there are only two schools, both of which are very costly to inspect compared to the possible
values they may yield, then a student who has inspected and is matched to the first but has not inspected the
second (χ) might not wish to pay the inspection cost for the second school, causing the current matching to be
stable. However, if she had inspected the second schoool (χ0 ), she may realize a high value for it and thus form
a blocking pair with it.
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given all potential information, including her initial information and information that could
be provided by the market. We determin how market information can affect the student’s
information acquisition decision. This allows us to define regret-free stable matchings where
agents acquired information optimally.
Consider a student s who possesses initial information θ (s) = (F s , cs , rs ) and needs to
select which schools to inspect. Since inspections are costly, student s will want to inspect a
school only if inspecting the school can lead to being assigned to that school and receiving a
higher value. In particular, student s will not want to inspect a school i if she knows that
school i filled its capacity with higher priority students, and therefore she will not be assigned
to the school i regardless of her value vis . Thus, the set of schools that student s would like to
inspect depends on her potential matches and the preferences of other students.
To fix ideas, first consider the isolated information acquisition problem where student s =
(θ, v s ) is given a subset of schools C ⊆ C to choose from, each of which guarantees her admission.
Student s needs to acquire information to form her preferences and then select her assigned
school from C. If χs is s’s inspection indicator and i∗ ∈ C is her selected school her utility is
vis∗ −

P

i∈C

χsi csi . The adaptive inspection strategy that maximizes the student’s expected utility

given the initial information F θ is derived by Weitzman (1979) and is stated in the following
lemma.
Lemma 2. (Weitzman 1979) Consider a student s = (θ, v s ) with initial information F θ and inspection costs cθ that can adaptdively inspect schools and choose a school from C ⊂ C. For each
h

i

school i, define a index v θi to be the unique solution to the equation Eṽi ∼F θ max{0, (ṽi − v θi )} =
i

cθi .

Sequentially inspect schools one by one in decreasing order of their index v θi .5 Continue

inspecting the following school until the score of the next school to be inspected is below the
maximal realized value among inspected schools.6




We denote the inspections resulting from this optimal strategy by χopt F θ , cθ , v s ; C .
0
In case of multiple schools with equal index v θi =v θi0 , break the tie by first inspecting the school
 θmin {i,θi }.
s
∗
That is, if the set of inspected schools is I = {i | χi = 1} then inspect j = argmaxj∈C\I v j if v j ∗ >
maxi∈I vis and stop otherwise.
5
6
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The optimal inspection policy is an index policy, where students use the prior information
F θ to compute indices v θi for each school i and inspect schools in decreasing order of their
index.7 The set of inspected schools depends on the set of available schools C, the indices
n

v θi

o
i∈C

, and the realized values {vis }i∈C . The following example illustrates this.

Example 1. Suppose that C = C = {1, 2}. Let [x; p] denote the probability distribution which
assigns probability p to the value x and 1 − p to 0. Consider a student with v1 ∼ F1 = [10; 1/2],
and v2 ∼ F2 = [4; 3/4] and let the inspection costs be c1 = 3, c2 = 1. Then the optimal
inspection strategy is to first inspect school 1, and continue to inspect school 2 only if v1 = 0.
If instead C = {2} the optimal inspection strategy is to only inspect school 2.
Knowing the set of available schools C helps the student in Example 1 to conduct the
adaptive information acquisition that maximizes her expected utility. If the student does not
know C she her inspection strategy may be sub-optimal in two ways. First, the student may
inspect school 1 when it is not available, wasting the cost c1 . Second, the student should not
inspect school 2 before she inspects school 1 or learns that school 1 is not available, because it
is likely that she will not choose to inspect school 2 after inspecting school 1.
When student s is part of a matching market, the set of schools that are available to her
depends on the resulting matching outcome, and therefore on the preferences of other students.
Suppose that student s were to delay her information acquisition until the rest of the market
resolved and the matching µ is realized. Arriving last to the market, student s can learn
the set of schools available to her, which is B s (µ) by Lemma 1. The student can optimize her
information acquisition by using her initial information F θ , cθ as well as the market information
B s (µ), and applying Lemma 2. We say that the outcome (µ, χ) is regret-free stable if every
students follows the optimal inspection policy informed by all available market information,
that is, every student inspected schools as if she was the last to the market.
Definition 3. An outcome (µ, χ) is regret-free stable if (µ, χ) is stable and every student s
7
Such a policy can also be constructed by mapping the problem to a multi-armed bandit (MAB) problem;
see e.g Olszewski and Weber (2015) for details.
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inspected the optimal set of schools given her available set of schools B s (µ), that is χs =
χopt (F s , cs , v s ; B s (µ)) for all s ∈ S. We let M RF (E) denote the set of regret-free stable
outcomes for the economy E.
When an outcome is not regret-free stable some students can benefit from delaying their
information acquisition until the remainder of the market resolved. Note that while the definition of regret-free stability is ex post in flavor, as it is stated in terms of each student’s realized
preferences v s , it only imposes the restriction that the student follows the ex ante optimal
inspection strategy given θ and B s (µ) = B θ (µ) (before observing v s ). A regret-free stable
outcome could be ex post suboptimal, e.g. a student s may inspect a school i 6= µ (s) with
low realized value vis and ex post observe that the inspection cost ci was wasted, but student
s could do no better given all available information from θ (s) and the market information.
Remark. To verify whether (µ, χ) is regret-free stable it is sufficient to know v s |χ , χs and F s , cs
for each s, and does not require knowledge the students’ values for uninspected schools.

3

The Structure of Regret-Free Stable Outcomes

In this section we provide several results about the structure of regret-free stable outcomes.
We show that the set of regret-free stable outcomes is a non-empty lattice and give a concise
characterization of regret-free stable outcomes in terms of cutoffs.
We begin by exploring how the demand of student s depends on the set of available schools.
Consider a student s with available schools C ⊂ C. If s optimally acquires information, she




inspects χs = χopt F θ , cθ , v s ; C . Denote the resulting demand of s by
n





o

Ds (C) = arg max vi | i ∈ C, χopt F θ , cθ , v s ; C = 1 ∈ C,

which is the most preferred inspected school. Note that Ds (C) depends only on information
that is revealed to s. The following lemma shows that Ds (·) satisfies WARP, and we can
construct a full preference ordering Ψ(s) that yields the same demand.
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Proposition 1 (Reduction to demand from complete information). Let s = (F s , cs , rs , v s ) be
a realized student. There exist an ordering Ψ(s) such that for all C ⊂ C we have that

Ds (C) = max (C) .
Ψ(s)

n

o

n

o

Proof. Using the indices from Lemma 2, define i Ψ(s) j if and only if min v θi , vis ≥ min v θj , vjs .
It is straightforward to verify that Ds (C) = maxΨ(s) (C).
That is, if we only observe the eventual selection from a set of available schools C, the
student s is indistinguishable from a student with complete preference information and preferences Ψ(s) . Given only initial information θ, the demand of θ from a set C is uncertain,
as the realized values v s are unknown. An immediate corollary is the distribution of demand
of θ from a set C is identical to the distribution of argmaxΨ(s) (C), where Ψ(s) is the ran



dom preference ordering induced by drawing a random student s = F θ , cθ , rθ , v s from the
distribution v s ∼ F θ .
Proposition 1 also allows a characterization of regret-free stable outcomes in terms of cutoffs,
as in the complete information model of (Azevedo and Leshno, 2016). Cutoffs P = {Pi }i∈C ∈ RC
are admission thresholds for each school. Cutoffs P determine the budget set of a student s to
be
B s (P ) = {i ∈ C | ris ≥ Pi } ,
which is the set of schools where s has better rank than the cutoff at that school. Note that
B s (P ) depends only on rs and can be calculated from P and the initial information θ (s).
The demand of student s given cutoffs P is defined to be equal to Ds (C) for a set of
available schools equal to his budget set C = B s (P ); for succintness we will write this as
Ds (P ). Note that within the definition of Ds (P ) we require that student acquire information
optimally. Aggregate demand for school i given cutoffs P is defined to be the mass of students
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that demand school i,

Di (P ) = Di (P |η) = η ({s ∈ S | Ds (P ) = i}) .

We define market-clearing cutoffs as in Azevedo and Leshno (2016) and show there is a oneto-one correspondence between market-clearing cutoffs and regret-free stable outcomes. Note
that the effect of information acquisition is captured within the definition of Di (·).
Definition 4. A vector of cutoffs P is market-clearing if it matches supply and demand for
all schools with non-zero cutoffs:

Di (P ) ≤ qi for all i and Di (P ) = qi if Pi > 0.

We can now state our characterization of regret-free stable outcomes.
Theorem 1. An outcome (µ, χ) is regret-free stable if and only if there exist market-clearing
cutoffs P such that for all s

µ (s) = Ds (P )

and


χs = χopt F θ , cθ , v s ; B s (P )



Theorem 1 shows an equivalence between market clearing cutoffs and regret-free stable
outcomes. Because demand D (·) provides us with sufficient information to determine whether
P are market clearing cutoffs, demand D (·) is also sufficient to determine whether a matching
µ yields a regret-free stable outcome with some χ. Using Proposition 1, for any market with
information acquisition E = (C, S, η, q) we can construct a full information economy E that has
the same demand, and therefore the economy E has the same market clearing cutoffs as E.
Theorem 2. For every continuum economy E there exists a regret-free stable outcome. More15

over, the set of regret-free stable outcomes (µ, χ) is a non empty lattice under the order 
s
defined by (µ, χ)  (µ0 , χ0 ) iff vµ(s)
(ω) ≥ vµs 0 (s) (ω) ∀s ∈ S.

Proof. The theorem follows from the reduction shown in Proposition 1 to the complete information setting, and analogous results by Blair (1988) on the lattice structure of many-to-one
stable matchings in the complete information setting.
Uniqueness of the regret-free stable outcome will require that the distribution of student
types is regular. As student types have probabilistic demand, we will need to expand the
definition of regularity beyond that found in Azevedo and Leshno (2016).




Definition 5. We say that θ = F θ , cθ , rθ is regular if for all i 6= j we have that v θi 6= v θj and




Pṽs ∼F θ ṽis = v θj = 0.
i

i

An measure η is regular if η ({s | θ (s) is not regular}) = 0 and the image under D (· | η) of
n

o

the closure of the set P ∈ (0, 1)C | D (·|η) is not continuously differentiable at P has Lebesgue
measure 0.
Intuitively, a type θ is regular if there are no ties, and so there is always a unique decision
for whether to continue to inspect, and if so which school to inspect. A measure η is regular if
there is no positive measure of irregular students and the implied demand is sufficiently smooth.
Theorem 3. Suppose η is a regular measure. Then for almost every q with

P

i qi

< 1 the

economy E = (C, S, η, q) has a unique regret-free stable outcome.
Proof. If η satisfies η ({s | θ (s) is not regular}) = 0 then for every cutoff P demand D (P |η)
is uniquely specified, and so there is a unique reduction to the complete information setting.
The theorem follows from the reduction shown in Proposition 1 to the complete information
setting, and analogous results by Azevedo and Leshno (2016) in this setting.
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4

Mechanisms

To this point we have discussed properties of regret-free stable outcomes. We now turn to
the process by which a market-maker might implement such outcomes. In general, the market
arrives at an outcome (µ, χ) following a sequential process in which students provide information
to the market, the market provides information to students, students inspect schools to obtain
more information, and the process repeats. We can describe any such market procedure as a
dynamic mechanism.
The mechanism relies on the information it receives from students. We will be interested in
two kinds of mechanisms. First, we consider direct mechanisms in which students report all of
their private information and thereby delegate all decision-making. Second, we consider choice
mechanisms, which are restricted in the nature of information that can be passed between
the mechanism and the students. Choice mechanisms can only inform students about the
availability of schools, and can only collect ordinal preference information from students.

4.1

Direct Mechanisms

In a direct mechanism the students fully delegate their decisions to the mechanism. We can
think of a direct mechanism as the following iterative process. At any given state of the
mechanism, we can write χ̂ to denote the indicator for the set of inspections the mechanism
has conducted so far. Then, for each student s, the mechanism knows v s |χ̂ and knows F s , cs , rs
by assumption. Based on this information the mechanism can either decide to stop acquiring
information and output the outcome (µ, χ̂) for some matching µ, or to decide on the behalf of
some students to inspect additional schools. We denote the information available in economy
E = (C, S, η, q) after inspections χ by Idirect (E, χ) = (ν, q, v|χ , χ), where ν is defined by ν (A) =
η ({s | θ (s) ∈ A}) for A ⊂ Θ. We denote that set of all possible inspection indicators by X and
use 0 ∈ X to denote the initial state where no student has inspected any school. Let Idirect
denote the collection of all possible information sets Idirect (E, χ).
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Definition 6. A direct mechanism M is a mapping








M : Idirect → 2S ×C ∪ S C , χ

that takes as input all the information available to the mechanism given previous inspections
and returns either a next step of the inspection process, as described by tuple (S, i) of a set
S ⊆ S of students to inspect the school i ∈ C, or a final outcome (µ, χ) where χ is the
current inspection indicator. To ensure termination of the mechanism, we require that iterated
applications of the mechanism starting with Idirect (E, 0) will ultimately produce an outcome
(µ, χ), which is the outcome of the mechanism.8
Imposing that the mechanism produces a regret-free stable matching ensures that the mechanism makes inspection decisions that are aligned with the optimal solution to each student’s
single-agent inspection problem.
Definition 7. A mechanism M is (student-optimal) regret-free stable if for any economy E =
(C, S, η, q) the mechanism outputs a regret-free stable outcome (µ, χ).

4.2

Choice-Based Mechanisms

Direct mechanisms require that students directly report their initial information and all inspected values. However, students may not to communicate detailed cardinal information
about their priors and costs. This may preclude the use of direct mechanisms in practice. We
therefore consider mechanisms with lower communication requirements, where students provide
only information about their preferred choice(s) from given sets of schools.
A choice-based mechanism is an iterative process where the mechanism provides information to students, students choose which schools to inspect, provide information back to the
8
More formally, the mapping M induces a mapping M 0 : Idirect → Idirect defined by M 0 (Idirect (E, χ)) =
Idirect (E, χ0 ), where: if M (Idirect (E, χ)) = (S, i) then we let χ0 be the inspections after the students in S have
s
inspected school i, i.e. (χ0 )j = 1 ⇔ χsj = 1 or s ∈ S, j = i ; and if M (Idirect (E, χ)) = (µ, χ) then we let χ0 = χ.
It is sufficient to require that if I = (ν, q, v|χ , χ) is a fixed point of the mapping M 0 then M (I) = (µ, χ) for some
matching µ and the same inspections χ.
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mechanism, and so on. Choice-based mechanisms do not have access to students’ private information, and therefore cannot directly inform students which schools they should inspect.
The mechanism can only provide information to students about which schools are available to
them. Because we are interested in producing regret-free stable outcomes, which do not depend
on students’ beliefs about other students’ preferences, we restrict our attention to mechanisms
that only inform a student whether (a) it is certain that school i is available to her, (b) it is
certain that school i is unavailable to her, or (c) it is uncertain whether school i is available or
not. We use Accept (A), Wait-list (W), and Reject (R) to denote these three possible messages.
Students receiving an AWR message can choose which schools to inspect, and inform the
mechanism of their choices. To simplify notation, we write the response of the student as a
s

s

refinement of a preference ordering. Given s, χs define <s|χ by i s|χ i0 if χsi = χsi0 = 1
s

and vis > vis0 , and i ∼s|χ φ if χsi = 0. Here we are using symbol φ to denote non-inspected
schools. Let L (C ∪ {φ}) denote all transitive relations over C and the non-inspection symbol
φ. For an economy E = (C, S, η, q) and χ an inspection indicator, the information available
to a choice-based mechanism is Ichoice (E, χ) =

n

s

<s|χ , rs

o
s∈S



, q, χ . Let Ichoice denote the

collection of all possible information sets Ichoice (E, χ).
Definition 8. An Accept-Waitlist-Reject (AWR) mechanism M is is defined via a mapping








M : Ichoice → {A, W, R}S×C ∪ S C , χ

that takes all the information available to the mechanism given previous inspections and returns either a AWR message for each student about each school, or a outcome (µ, χ) where
χ is the current inspection indicator. We require that iterated applications of the mechanism
starting with Ichoice (E, 0) ultimately produces an outcome (µ, χ), which is the outcome of the
mechanism.
We formally define general mechanisms, choice-based mechanisms and AWR mechanisms
as dynamic games of incomplete information in the appendix.
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5

Implementing Regret-Free Stable Matchings

We have shown that regret-free stable matchings have beautiful structural properties. They
inherit the lattice structure of of stable matchings in the complete information setting, and can
also be characterized using market-clearing cutoffs. In this section, we explore the mechanism
design problem of implementing regret-free stable outcomes. We first show that regret-free
stable matchings can be implemented by posting market-clearing cutoffs, and that information
about these cutoffs is both necessary and sufficient for regret-free information acquisition.
We then show that in the incomplete information setting, the difficulties lie not in the
existence of regret-free stable matchings, but in computating and verifying the stability and
optimality of these matchings in a regret-free manner. While standard mechanisms popularized
in the complete information setting can discover the market-clearing cutoffs, in many markets
they will necessarily incur regret. This is because such mechanisms rely on students gathering
and reporting information about their preferences and can result in information deadlocks,
where no information is gathered because every student waits for others to acquire and report
information first. Moreover, even when these mechanisms discover a regret-free stable matching,
they will not be able to verify whether the matching is student-optimal without incurring regret.
Our conclusion is that information acquisition problems can be mitigated by posting marketclearing cutoffs. Cutoffs provide each agent with sufficient information to perform their regretfree stable inspections. The natural question, then, is how the market designer should determine
which cutoffs to post. Market-clearing cutoffs can be learned and posted by the market designer
without incurring regret if there is sufficient information about aggregate demand, either from
historical data or from structured demand. We also show that even if market-clearing cutoffs
can only be approximated, this is sufficient to implement a matching that is regret-free stable
with respect to capacities that are close to the true capacities. Hence learning and posting
cutoffs allows us to break the information deadlock and reach a regret-free stable outcome.
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5.1

All You Need are Cutoffs

Recall from Theorem 1 that an outcome (µ, χ) is regret-free stable if and only if there exist
market-clearing cutoffs P such that (a) each student follows the Weitzman optimal inspection
strategy over her budget set as described by P , and (b) each student is matched to the school
in her budget set that is most preferred, given the information revealed by the aforementioned
optimal inspection strategy. Note, then, that if a student knows her budget set in advance,
then she can optimally solve her information acquisition problem by proceeding as in a singleagent Pandora’s Box problem to resolve her own incomplete information. An implication is
that any matching mechanism that proceeds by committing to a collection of market-clearing
acceptance cutoffs for the schools, then allowing each student to unilaterally optimize her
inspection strategy and select her most-demanded school, will necessarily result in a regret-free
stable match.
Mechanism 1 Acceptance with Market-Clearing Cutoffs (AwMC)
1:

2:
3:
4:
5:

6:
7:
8:
9:

procedure AwMC(C, S, q, P )
Message Passing from Platform to Students
for s ∈ S do
for i ∈ C do
if ris ≥ Pi then
Send message ‘i accepts’ to s
Message Passing from Students to Platform
for Student s in S do
Student s reports top choice school is that accepted them
µ(s) ← is
return µ

Theorem 4. Let E = (C, S, η, q) be a continuum economy, and let P be the student-optimal
market-clearing cutoffs in E. Then Mechanism 1 is regret-free stable.
Proof. We show that Mechanism 1 produces the student-optimal regret-free stable matching
when all students report truthfully, and hence truthful reporting is a Nash equilibrium that
produces the student-optimal regret-free stable matching. Indeed, the mechanism presents each
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student s with their budget set B µ (s) = {i ∈ C | ris ≥ Pi (η)}, and student s is guaranteed to be
matched to their reported favorite school is ∈ B µ (s). Thus each student is presented precisly
the single agent problem on B µ (s). Solving this problem yields inspection strategy χs = χOP T
(by definition of χOP T ), followed by truthfully reporting the students true favorite school: is =
Ds (P ∗ (η)). By construction, demand exactly matches supply under this truthful reporting,
so the output µ is the student-optimal regret free stable matching for E = (C, S, η, q).
This result states that advance knowledge of market-clearing cutoffs are sufficient for regretfree stability. Indeed, posting cutoffs in advance of any information acquisition removes all
uncertainty on the part of the agents about which schools they could match with. This, in
turn, removes the possibility of regretting one’s choice to explore the value of a match on the
grounds that this school was ultimately unattainable. We note that this lack of regret does not
depend on the posted cutoffs being market-clearing, but only that the mechanism commits to
honoring the implied budget set for each student. Thus, for any economy E = (C, S, η, q) and
any (not necessarily market-clearing) cutoffs P , there exists a choice of capacities q 0 such that
P are the student-optimal market-clearing cutoffs in E 0 = (C, S, η, q 0 ), and hence Mechanism 1
is regret-free stable with respect to E 0 . We will make use of this fact when discussing notions
of approximation in Section 5.3.

5.2

Regret-Free Choice-Based Mechanisms and Information Deadlock

Theorem 4 shows that knowing market-clearing cutoffs in advance of the market mechanism
is sufficient for implementing a regret-free stable matching. Knowing market-clearing cutoffs
in advance can be strong requirement. Indeed, aggregate uncertainty about agents’ demands
might make it difficult for the mechanism designer to know this information before interacting
with the students. One might hope to avoid this impasse by way of a mechanism that reaches a
stable matching without necessarily determining each student’s full budget set. After all, each
student’s demand is ultimately described by a single ordering over all schools that is consistent
across budget sets, which seems to suggest that it might not be necessary to fully learn every
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student’s budget set in order to find a stable match. However, even though the realized demand
is described by a single consistent ordering, the student cannot know this ordering a priori
precisely because it depends on the values, which are only revealed after costly exploration. In
other words, while the realized demand is ordered consistently, the order in which a student
would wish to explore depends crucially on her budget set, and hence revealing the budget set
can be crucial for avoiding wasteful exploration and regret.
It is perhaps useful to once again consider the school-proposing DA mechanism, which we
recall can be interpreted as discovering the market-clearing cutoffs over time. Initially only the
highest-ranked students are admitted to the schools of their choice, consistent with implicit
cutoffs that are initially high, and these cutoffs then decrease (i.e., lower-ranked students are
accepted) until the market clears. This choice-based approach does not post cutoffs in advance,
but rather discovers them through repeated interaction with students. This provides hope that
a mechanism that proceeds in multiple rounds can elicit enough information to find appropriate
market-clearing cutoffs in a regret-free manner.
Indeed, we will show that under certain sufficient conditions on student preferences, the
following iterative implementation of the school-proposing Deferred Acceptance is regret-free
stable. The key idea is that while students’ information acquisition problems are interconnected
and can create information deadlocks, school priorities also provide students with partial information, and this may be sufficient to both start and finish the information acquisition process.
Algorithm 1 (Iterative Deferred Acceptance.). At each step:
• Each school i proposes to the top qi students who have not yet rejected them.
• Each student (irrevocably) rejects some of the schools that have proposed to them.
The algorithm terminates when no new proposals are performed, at which point all students are
asked for their top choice school among all those that have proposed to them and which they
have not rejected, and are assigned to school.
Theorem 5. Suppose that at least one of the following conditions hold:
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1. All students inspect all schools in their budget set and do not have indifferences, i.e.




E [vis ] = ∞ for all s ∈ S and i ∈ C, and P vis = vjs = 0 for all s ∈ S and i 6= j.
2. For all m ≥ mini qi the same students occupy the top m ranks at all schools, i.e. for all
i, j ∈ C,

n

s | ris ≥ 1 −

m
|S|

o

=

n

s | rjs ≥ 1 −

m
|S|

o

. (Recall that ris is normalized to be the

percentile rank of student s in school i’s priorities.)
Suppose all agents only perform regret-free inspections and report truthfully. Then Mechanism
1 almost surely implements the school-optimal regret-free stable matching.
Proof. The intuition is that our conditions guarantee that at all stages of proposal, there are
students who have sufficient information about their budget set to both inspect some schools
and reject some proposals. (This requires that students do not have indifferences in their
preferences.) We show this formally for both cases.
Case (1). Suppose that all students inspect all schools in their budget set, i.e. condition
(1) holds. First, assuming truthful reporting, it is regret-free for every student to inspect
all schools that proposed to them. This is because if school i has proposed to student s, it
is not full of students it prefers to s, so for all realized preferences v and for all outcomes
(µ, χ) ∈ M RF (E) it holds that i ∈ B s (µ). Since s is willing to inspect any school in her
budget set it follows that it is optimal for student s to inspect school i.
Next, suppose students do not have indifferences in their preferences, i.e. vis 6= vjs for all
s and i 6= j. Then it is regret-free for each student to reject all the schools that proposed to
them except the one with the highest observed value. This is because if student s has inspected
both i and j and vis > vjs then µ (s) 6= j for all µ ∈ M RF (v) and it is optimal for s to reject
the school with lower observed value.
When the algorithm terminates either all schools are at capacity or all students are assigned,
since during each step all students reject all the schools that proposed to them except one, and
so the algorithm terminates with a regret-free stable outcome.
Case (2). Suppose that for all m ≥ mini qi the same students occupy the top m ranks
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at all schools, i.e. condition (2) holds. Let q = mini qi . It follows that there is a set S (0) of
students who are in the top q at all schools, and for all m > q there is a student sm who is m-th
ranked at all schools. Hence there is a unique regret-free stable matching, and Mechanism 1
essentially performs serial dictatorship and tells each student her (unique) budget set in order
of her rank. When students don’t have indifferences in their preferences, it follows that at each
step some students reject all the schools that proposed to them except one, and so when the
algorithm terminates it outputs a regret-free stable matching.
Let us show that there is a unique regret-free stable matching. Fix v and let µ, µ0 ∈
M RF (v). Let s1 , s2 , . . . , sq be an arbitrary ordering of the students in S (0) and sm be the
m

m

m-ranked student for all m > q. Then for all m > q we can define B s (µ|v) by B s (µ|v) =
n

i|

P

s0 =sm0 ,m0 <m

n

1 Ds

0



0



o

o

B s (µ) |v = i < qi , i.e. the budget set of sm is the set of schools

with residual capacity once all students ranked higher than sm have chosen their school from
their budget set. Hence by induction B s (µ|v) = B s (µ0 |v) for all s and so µ (s) = µ0 (s) for all
s.
Theorem 5 demonstrates that for certain priorities and preferences iterative Deferred Acceptance, which is a choice-based mechanism, can discover market-clearing cutoffs in a regret-free
stable manner. This mechanism is iterative, and one can show that this is necessary: even under the conditions laid out in Theorem 5, no one-shot mechanism — choice-based or otherwise
— can be regret-free stable. We provide an example in Appendix B.1.
Furthermore, the matching found by the school-proposing DA mechanism is not studentoptimal. Can one find a student-optimal matching in a regret-free manner? The original
proof of Gale and Shapley of the existence of a student-optimal stable matching was constructive: they furnished an algorithm, the Gale-Shapley Deferred Acceptance (DA) algorithm, and
demonstrated that it always finds the student-optimal stable matching in polynomial time.
An analogous algorithm for identifying the student-optimal regret-free stable matching could
also be defined in our incomplete information setting, but would require students to provide
information about both their priors and values and may induce students to acquire information
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in a way that incurs regret. In fact, for many economies, verifying that the student-optimal
regret-free stable matching is the student-optimal one necessitates incurring regret with positive
probability in the inspection process. This is because in regret-free stable matchings students
cannot inspect outside of their budget set, and in many economies with positive probability the
student-optimal regret-free stable matching does not provide students with their full budget
set. We provide an example that admits no student-optimal regret-free stable mechanism in
Appendix B.2. The intuition behind the example is that the act of verification requires some
student to perform more information acquisition than is allowed under the regret-free stable
inspection policy, and if the existing matching is student-optimal it is then costly for them
to acquire the necessary information. This mirrors the Grossman-Stiglitz paradox, whereby
under costly information acquisition equilibrium market prices cannot be stable, as this would
eliminate the benefit of acquiring this information (Grossman and Stiglitz, 1980).
We next show that the conditions of Theorem 5 are necessary, in the sense that there is no
(even non-choice-based) mechanism that is regret-free stable for general economies. In the more
general case where students can suffer regret by inspecting the schools out of order, it may be
impossible for any (even multi-round) mechanism to find a regret-free stable matching without
incurring regret. Perhaps more fundamentally, this example shows that any mechanism that
converges to a stable matching in a regret-free manner (such as school-proposing DA) relies
heavily on an assumption that there always exist students willing to inspect some schools in
their budget set.
Theorem 6. Let M be a mechanism. Then there exists an economy E = (C, S, q) such that,
when each student reports I s = (F s , cs ) truthfully, with positive probability mechanism M does
not implement a regret-free stable matching.
Remark. For convenience, we state and prove Theorem 6 for finite economies; we note that the
result can be extended to continuum economies with minor adjustments.
Proof. Consider an economy E with three schools C = {1, 2, 3} with capacities q1 = q2 = q3 = 2
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and three students S = {x, y, z}.9
Suppose that school priorities are given by

priority at 1 : r1y > r1z > r1x
priority at 2 : r2z > r2x > r2y
priority at 3 : r3x > r3y > r3z ,
and that student values at each school are U [0, 1] variables, i.e. with priors Fis (x) = x∀x ∈ [0.1]
and student costs for inspection are given by cx1 = cy2 = cz3 = 0.1, cx2 = cy3 = cz1 = 0.2 and
√
cx3 = cy1 = cz2 = 0.3. Note that this means v x1 = v y2 = v z3 = 1 − 0.2 ≈ 0.89, v x2 = v y3 = v z1 =
√
√
1 − 0.4 ≈ 0.77 and v x3 = v y1 = v z2 = 1 − 0.6 ≈ 0.63 and so the order in which students
{x, y, z} wish to inspect schools is exactly the reverse of their priority at each school, e.g.
student x wishes to inspect 1 then 2 then 3, and have bottom, middle and top priority out of
{x, y, z} at those schools respectively.
We will show that for all students s, there exists a school i = β (s) such that, with positive
probability, in every regret-free stable matching µ ∈ M RF (E) student s only inspects i. Also,
with positive probability, in every regret-free stable matching µ0 ∈ M RF (E) school i is not in
0

student s’s budget set B µ (s). To see why this implies the theorem, note that under Mechanism
M , one of x, y, z must be the first student in {x, y, z} to perform an inspection with positive
probability. Without loss of generality we may suppose that student is x. If x first inspects
β (x) then with positive probability, in any regret-free stable matching µ0 ∈ M RF (E) student
x regrets her inspection. If x first inspects some school other than β (x) then with positive
probability for any regret-free stable matching µ ∈ M RF (E) student x regrets her inspection.
Hence with positive probability there exists a student who regrets her inspection process, and
so with positive probability M does not implement any regret-free stable matching
9

Note that strictly speaking, as we assumed that there are more students than seats, the economy should
have seven students S={x, y, z, d1 , d2 , d3 , d4 } where the di are four dummy students who have lower priority at
every school than the students in {x, y, z} and who have arbitrary preferences. For simplicity we omit these
students in the description of the economy; however note that the proof applies as written to both economies.
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We now turn to proving the claim: for all students s, there exists a school i = β (s) such
that with positive probability every regret-free stable matching involves student s inspecting
only i, and with positive probability no regret-free stable matching has school i in student s’s
budget set. In particular, we show that 1 = β (x) satisfies the required properties. Note that
since all priorities and costs are symmetric, the same arguments can be used to show that
2 = β (y) and 3 = β (z) satisfy the required properties.
Consider the event that v1x , v2y , v3z ≥ 0.9, and v1y , v3y , v1z , v2z ≤ 0.5. Note that it then holds
that Dx (C) = 1, Dy (C) = 2 and Dz (C) = 3. Now it is easy to check that for all ω ∈ X the only
regret-free stable matching µ ∈ M RF (E) is (µ (x) , µ (y) , µ (z)) = (1, 2, 3), since if any school
i was not assigned to any of x, y, z (i.e. µ (i) ∩ {x, y, z} = ∅) then it would form a blocking
pair with the student in {x, y, z} whose top choice school is i. Hence B µ (x) = C, so x inspects
school 1 first, and since v1x ≥ 0.9 > v x2 , v x3 it follows that x only inspects school 1.
Next consider the event that v1x , v1y , v1z ≥ 0.9 and v2y , v3y , v2z , v3z ≤ 0.5. Note then that
Dy (C) = Dz (C) = 1. Moreover, since v y1 ≥ v y2 , v y3 ≥ 0.5 ≥ v2y , v3y and y has top priority at
1 it follows that in any regret-free stable matching µ ∈ M RF (E) student y inspects 1, and
since Dy (C) = 1 student y is assigned to 1, i.e. µ (y) = 1. Since q1 = 2 and z has second
priority at 1 a similar argument shows that µ (z) = 1. Hence for all regret-free stable matchings
µ ∈ M RF (E) it follows that 1 is full of students it prefers to x, and 1 6∈ B µ (x).
Note that if no student has performed any inspections then we are unable to discern whether
either these events is true, and for any student any inspection they perform will incur regret
in either one event or the other, i.e. any inspections incurs regret with positive probability.
This example shows that there does not exist any mechanism that always finds a regretfree stable matching in a regret-free manner. This makes it even more surprising that, for
any realization of preferences, the set of regret-free stable matchings M RF (E) not only has a
student-optimal member, but also inherits the lattice structure induced by the deterministic
economy with students Ψ (s).
To build additional intuition for Theorem 6, let us briefly demonstrate why Mechanism 1
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might not be regret-free in a general economy. In the first round of Mechanism 1, every student
s is proposed to by all schools except β (s). When students were willing to inspect all schools
in their budget set this was enough to induce some inspections and rejections. However, in
general, there is an inspection order that maximizes the resulting expected payoff, and with
positive probability students do not inspect school some schools in their budget set. Hence
even though every student knows some of the schools in their budget set, no student s wants
to start inspecting schools until she knows for sure whether β (s) is in her budget set. In other
words, it is strictly optimal for each student to wait until the mechanism forces them to perform
inspections.
This intuition illustrates a more general principal: in the presence of costly information acquisition, iterative mechanisms without an activity rule may result in an information deadlock,
where no actions are taken because every agent can achieve higher utility if another agent acts
first.

5.3

Regret-Free Learning

While it may not always be possible to discover market-clearing cutoffs through observed choice,
the structure of regret-free stable matchings gives us hope that they can still be learned and
implemented in an approximate manner. We show that when we have sufficient initial information or market structure, cutoff mechanisms that use estimated cutoffs implement outcomes
that are regret-free stable with respect to slightly perturbed school capacities.
Before formalizing these ideas, we first turn to the following question: How do we estimate population demand? In matching markets with one-sided incomplete information, the
preferences of the side with full information are a key source of information. For example,
in Theorem 5, condition (2) guarantees that at any point in iterative Deferred Acceptance
there are students who have full information about their budget set. For more general priority
structures, there will be students who have such information at the outset of the mechanism.
Definition 9. Let E = (C, S, q) be an economy.
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A student s has free market infor-

mation if for all schools i student s is either in the top qi percentile of students or the
bottom 1 −
n

l

P

l

s
j qj percentile of students, i.e. ∀i ri 6∈ 1 −

s | ∀i ris 6∈ 1 −

P

j qj , 1

− qi

o



f
j qj , 1 − qi . We let S (E) =

P

denote the set of students with free market information in E.

Knowing only their priors and school priorities, students with free market information can
determine both their budget sets and their preferences in a regret-free manner.
Hence we may estimate market demand as follows. In some markets historical demand
is sufficient for estimating population demand. For example, in college admissions in many
countries aggregate student demand for different university courses do not vary much from
year to year and historical demand can be used to estimate current demand. Even when such
prior information is not available, as long as there are students with free information we can
start learning about student preferences. For example, if running iterative Deferred Acceptance
assigns some students before reaching a deadlock, the demand of the assigned students could
be used to estimate the demand of the remaining students.

Estimated Cutoffs are Robust
We now formalize the claim that outcomes of cutoff mechanisms are robust to errors in estimated demand. The intuition behind these results is that demand with costly information
acquisition satisfies WARP (Proposition 1), and so all questions about cutoff mechanisms under costly information acquisition reduce to analogous questions about cutoff mechanisms in
markets without costly information acquisition.


We first show that the outcome µP , χP



from posting cutoffs P when using Mechanism 1

is regret-free stable for capacities q P that are slightly perturbed from the true capacities, and
differs from the regret-free stable assignment under q for only a small number of students.
Theorem 7. Let E be a continuum economy, let µ be a regret-free stable matching for E
corresponding to market-clearing cutoffs P ∗ , and let q = D (P ∗ ) be the measures of seats


assigned under µ. Let µP , χP



be the outcome of running Mechanism 1 on E with cutoffs P ,
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and for all i let qiP =
qP − q

2

n

o



s | µP (s) = i . Then µP , χP

≤ kP − P ∗ k2 , and

n

s | µ (s) 6= µP (s)

o



is regret-free stable with respect to q P ,

≤ kP − P ∗ k2 .


Proof. Note that by definition q P ≡ D (P ). Now it is easy to see that µP , χP



is regret-

free stable with respect to D (P ). Moreover, each student’s assignment µ (s) is equal to their
demand Ds (P ), which is determined by their budget set B s (P ). Finally, in moving from P to
P ∗ only kP − P ∗ k2 students receive different budget sets. The result follows.
When the error in the estimated cutoffs is due to sampling error, the outcome is regret-free
stable for capacities that are normally distributed around the market-clearing demand.
0

Definition 10. For a capacity vector q 0 = (q10 , . . . , qn0 )T we let Σq denote the matrix with
entries
Σqij =





−qi qj

if i 6= j




qi (1 − qi )

if i = j.

Proposition 2 (Distribution of approximately feasible capacities). Suppose the continuum
economy E admits a unique stable matching µ with cutoffs P ∗ , and let q = D (P ∗ |η).10 Let E k =




η k , q k be a randomly drawn finite economy, with k students drawn independently according to




η, ω drawn independently, and where q k = D P ∗ |η k is defined so that P ∗ is a market-clearing
cutoff for E k . Then
√





d





k · q k − q → N 0, Σq ,

where N (·|·) denotes a C-dimensional normal distribution with given mean and covariance.




Proof. The result follows from the central limit theorem, as D P ∗ |η k =

1
k

Pk

a=1 Xa ,

where

Xa = Dθ (P ∗ ) is a random variable with θ ∼ η capturing the demand of a single student drawn
randomly from η and the Xa are independently drawn.
Hence the mapping from cutoffs to demand is continuous, so approximate cutoffs yield
regret-free stable outcomes for approximately feasible capacities. We similarly show in Ap10

Note that q i = qi for all overdemanded schools i, i.e. those such that Pi∗ > 0.
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pendix C.1 that the mapping from demand to market-clearing cutoffs is continuous, and estimated cutoffs are robust to errors due to sampling. Thus in order to obtain a desirable estimate
of the market-clearing cutoffs P it suffices to furnish an accurate estimate of demand D.

Examples
These results suggest that if we use cutoff mechanisms based on estimated population demand,
the resulting outcomes will be robust to small biases or noise due to sampling error. We
illustrate this intuition in the following examples.
Example 2. In this example, we show how to implement an approximately regret-free stable
matching in a setting with historical demand data. Suppose that this year’s economy E =




C, S k , bqkc

is given by drawing k students independently from a distribution η, and last




year’s economy E hist = C, S hist , bαqkc is given by drawing αk students independently also
from η for some fixed α > 0. Then the student-optimal market-clearing cutoffs P̂ for the
economy E hist give an unbiased estimator for the student-optimal market-clearing cutoffs both
for E and for E = (C, S, η, q), and we can show that in this year’s economy E posting P̂
implements a regret-free stable matching with respect to capacities q̂ k k that are close to qk.
Specifically, if we let P ∗ be the market-clearing cutoffs of E = (C, S, η, q) and q = D (P ∗ |η)
then we can use classic results about the convergence of two-step estimators11 to show



√  k
(α + 1) q
d
k q̂ − q → N 0,
Σ ,
α

for Σq defined as in Definition 10. The full proof can be found in Appendix C.2.
For large economies the capacities that make the outcome regret-free stable converge to
the true capacities, and the variance depends only on q and α. Moreover, in the absence of
historical information (α = 0) the cutoff mechanism can perform arbitrarily poorly, whereas
more accurate historical information (α → ∞) leads to smaller perturbations in the capacities.
11

See, e.g. Newey and McFadden (1994) for details.
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Example 3. Suppose that this year’s economy E = C, S k , qk is given by drawing k students
independently from a distribution η (Γ∗ ), where student demand Ds (P |η (Γ)) is parametrized
by Γ = (γ1 , γ2 , . . . , γn ). Suppose also that some positive fraction α of students have free
market information. Then by first obtaining preferences from the students with free market
information, we can estimate Γ∗ and provide an estimate P̂ for the student-optimal marketclearing cutoffs for E. We can also show that posting P̂ implements a regret-free stable
matching with respect to capacities q̂ k k that are close to qk.
Formally, consider the mechanism M F that runs in two rounds. In the first round it
proposes to all students s ∈ S f (E), assigns them each to their chosen school and obtains their
aggregate demand q̂if k for each school i, and uses this demand to provide an estimate Γ̂ for Γ∗ .
In the second round it runs Mechanism 1 with cutoffs P̂ on a residual economy E r computed
as follows. The cutoffs P̂ are the market-clearing cutoffs for an estimated residual economy
Ê r = (C, S r , q̂ r k), where Ê r is given by drawing k − S f (E) students without free market
 

information in E independently from the distribution η Γ̂ and the residual capacity for each




school i is q̂ir = qi − q̂if . The residual economy E r = C, S k \ S f (E) , q̂ r k is given by removing
the students in S f (E) from E and reducing capacities accordingly at their assigned schools.
Let α denote the measure of students in E who have free market information, let Dif (Γ)
denote the proportion of students in S f (E) who demand school i as a function of Γ, and let
qif = αDif (Γ∗ ) be the target first-round capacities. Define target capacities q = D (P ∗ |η (Γ∗ ))
in terms of the market-clearing cutoffs P ∗ of E = (C, S, η (Γ∗ ) , q). We can show that Mechanism
M F implements a regret-free stable matching µ with respect to perturbed capacity q̂ k k, where





√  k
1
d
q
qf T
A+I Σ A
k q̂ − q → N 0, Σ + 2
α


−1

as k → ∞ for A = ∇Γ D (Γ∗ ) ∇Γ Df (Γ∗ )
α ≤ mini qi +1−

P

i qi

f

and Σq , Σq defined as in Definition 10. (Note that

def

= α∗ , and α = α∗ is achieved when schools have aligned preferences, i.e.

condition (2) in Theorem 5.) The idea is that since in the first round we assign only students
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in S f (E), the budget set and demand of these students is that same whether we assign them
in the first round, or in the second round after posting the cutoffs P̂ . Hence the outcome after
both rounds is regret-free stable with respect to realized demand. Convergence and variance
expressions can be derived using two-step GMM. The full proof can be found in Appendix C.2.
For large economies the capacities that make the outcome regret-free stable converge to


the true capacities, and the variance depends on q, q f , A = ∇Γ D (Γ∗ ) ∇Γ Df (Γ∗ )

−1

and α.

Moreover, in the absence of free market information (α = 0) the cutoff mechanism can perform
arbitrarily poorly, whereas priorities that yield more students with free market information
(α → α∗ ) or more accurate estimates of Γ∗ (A → 0) lead to smaller perturbations in the
capacities. Finally, the first round in this mechanism corresponds to the first round of iterative
school-proposing Deferred Acceptance. If we allow for further rounds of proposals, we can
further reduce the noise in the perturbed capacities.

6

Discussion

Summary of findings. We have proposed regret-free stability as a suitable solution concept
in matching markets with costly information acquisition. We have also shown that, surprisingly,
regret-free stable matchings always exist and the set of regret-free stable matchings has a lattice
structure. However, we have also shown that the effect of costly information acquisition is that
it may be impossible to compute a regret-free stable matching in a regret-free manner, and
that standard matching market mechanisms can result in information deadlocks. We have also
provided some mechanisms for when we are willing to relax feasibility and provide varying
amounts of information in order to achieve a regret-free outcome, and shown that for large
√ 
economies they can be implemented by perturbing the capacities by O
k students, where
k is the number of students in the market.
Approximation algorithms. Our results demonstrate that in general there is a tradeoff
between the regret of a mechanism, the feasibility of the solution, and the amount of information
provided to the mechanism. We have provided one class of mechanisms that relax the feasibility
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constraint in order to achieve optimal regret. It may also be possible to relax the regret of
the mechanism in order to achieve exact feasibility, or to increase the number of rounds of
communication in order to better approximate both. We leave these questions open for future
work.
Activity rules. We demonstrated that in the presence of costly information acquisition standard matching mechanisms can create situations where it is strictly optimal for every agent
to wait for other agents to move first. This illustrates a more general principal, that in the
presence of costly information acquisition iterative mechanisms will need an activity rule to
converge. Another relevant question is what the appropriate design of activity rules would be
for such situations.
Stable matchings. We have concentrated our efforts on mechanisms that implement regretfree stable matchings. However, we have also provided a more general notion of stability in
incomplete information settings. Is this more general space of outcomes predictive and does it
have attractive structural properties? We selected the class of regret-free stable matchings as
they compare each agent’s utility only with her own utility under other information acquisition
strategies. However it may be possible to improve social welfare by moving to a stable matching
that transfers utility from one student to another. Are there stable matchings that are more
desirable than the student-optimal regret-free stable matching? Our notion of stability under
incomplete information can also be naturally extended to settings with two-sided incomplete
information, as well as to settings with more general models for costly information acquisition,
such as rational inattention models, or other models where agents may refine their priors for a
cost. All of these questions become much more interesting in these general settings. We leave
them open for future investigation.
Practical market design. Finally, what implications do our results have for practical applications? Colleges in many countries, such as China, India and Australia post historical cutoffs
for admission into college programs. Our results on mechanisms with historical cutoffs suggests
that if colleges capacities are flexible this can eliminate unnecessary preference formation by
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applicants. In Israel colleges post a pair of cutoffs for each program; students above the higher
cutoff are guaranteed admission, students below the lower cutoff are advised to consider other
options, students between the cutoffs are advised to wait for further information on enrolment
for that year, and the cutoffs are updated as students register for programs. This very closely
mirrors our Accept-Waitlist-Reject mechanisms and suggests that they can be of practical use.
Our result on information deadlock also brings to mind the behavior of participants reacting to
activity rules such as deadlines and exploding offers in other markets. In markets such as job
markets and Ph.D. admissions, participants often wait until the last minute before expressing
their preferences. Clearly costly information acquisition is an important issue in many other
markets, and we leave further investigation of the empirical and practical consequences for
future work.
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Appendices
A

Regret-Free Mechanisms in Extensive Form

In this section, we provide three extensive-form game descriptions of regret-free mechanisms.
We first define general mechanisms as extensive-form dynamic games of imperfect information.
We note that as regret-free mechanisms are incentive-compatible, we may restrict our attention to direct mechanisms, where students need only report either their type, or given a set of
schools to inspect need only inspect that set of schools and truthfully report their inspected
values. We then formally define choice-based messages, where we restrict the messages from
students to be only choice-based information about their own preferences, such as choice functions and partial orders, and we restrict the actions and messages of the mechanism designer
to use only the choice-based information. Finally, we formally define Accept-Waitlist-Reject
(AWR) mechanisms, which restrict the mechanism designer to only tell students which schools
will definitely be in their budget set, which schools definitely will not, and which schools are
uncertain.

A.1

General Mechanisms

We formally define general mechanisms as dynamic games of incomplete information. There is
a set of players: s ∈ S, possible actions: a ∈ A, and possible messages m ∈ M. There is a set
of nodes Z, with initial node z 0 and terminal nodes T . At each node z ∈ Z there is a message
history Mz = {Msz }s∈S ; at each non-terminal node there is a set of active students S (z)
who are sent new messages {ιsz = ιs (Mz )}s∈S(z) . At each node z every student has private
information about their history hsz = ({asz 0 , Msz 0 , ιsz 0 }) of their actions. These actions result in
inspections χ = χsz and values v s |χ , which are also privately known to the student.
There is a partition H={H1 , H2 , . . .} of the nodes into information sets, which represent the
information available to the students. Each student s has a partition Hs = {H1s , . . .} such that
any two nodes z, z 0 are in the same information set (i.e. z, z 0 ∈ His ) for some i if and only if, up
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to relabeling of other students, they have the same information state Msz = Msz 0 and history
hsz = hsz 0 Note that for a given student s the mechanism designer only knows rs as well as


0

0

Ms , and so if students s, s0 satisfy (rs , Msz ) = rs , Msz



then they are indistinguishable to the

mechanism designer at node z. Each information set Hi has a set of active students S = S (Hi )
of positive measure such that s ∈ S ⇒ Hi ∈ Hs and if two students s, s0 are indistinguishable
to the mechanism designer at any node z ∈ Hi then s ∈ S ⇔ s0 ∈ S.
The available actions As (Hi ) ⊆ A for the set of active students s ∈ S (Hi ) at an information
set Hi are as follows. Students first inspect some subset of uninspected schools {i : χsz = 0},
where the subset can be adaptively chosen based on the observed values of other schools
inspected at that node. Students then report a message m to the mechanism.
At terminal nodes z ∈ T the mechanism outputs a matching µz and inspections χz , where
χsz is consistent with history hsz .
We let Σs denote the set of strategies for student s, i.e. an action a ∈ As (Hi ) for each
history Hi such that s ∈ S (Hi ).
Definition 11. We say that a general mechanism is regret-free stable if at all terminal
nodes z = (µz , χz ) ∈ T the matching µz is regret-free stable with any underlying economy
consistent with the mechanism designer’s current information state Mz , and χz = χRF
z (µ|·).

A.2

Choice-Based Mechanisms

We formally define choice-based mechanisms as dynamic games of incomplete information as
follows.
There is a set of players s ∈ S, possible actions, a ∈ A, and possible messages m ∈ M.
The main restriction of a choice-based mechanism is that M is restricted to be the set of
choice-based information states I = {s }s∈S . There is a set of nodes Z, with initial node z 0 ,
and terminal nodes T . At each node z ∈ Z there is a partial message history, given by a single
choice-based information state Iz = {sz }s∈S ; at each non-terminal node there is a set of active
students S (z) who are sent new messages {ιsz = ιs (Iz )}s∈S(z) based on the information state
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Iz . At each node each student has private information about their history hsz = ({asz 0 , Izs0 , ιsz 0 })
of actions. These actions result in inspections χ = χsz and values v s |χ , which are also privately
known to the student.
There is a H={H1 , H2 , . . .} of the nodes into information sets. Each student s has a partition
Hs = {H1s , . . .} such that any two nodes z, z 0 are in the same information set z, z 0 ∈ His for some
i if and only if, up to relabeling of other students, they have the same choice-based information
state Izs = Izs0 and history hsz = hsz 0 . Note that for a given student s the mechanism designer


0

only knows rs as well as I s , and so if students s, s0 satisfy (rs , Izs ) = rs , Izs

0



then they are

indistinguishable to the mechanism designer at node z. Each information set Hi has: (1) a
set of active students S = S (Hi ) of positive measure such that s ∈ S ⇒ Hi ∈ Hs and if
two students s, s0 are indistinguishable to the mechanism designer at any node z ∈ Hi then
s ∈ S ⇔ s0 ∈ S; and (2) a set of schools c (Hi ).
The available actions As (Hi ) ⊆ A for the set of active students s ∈ S (Hi ) at an information
set Hi are as follows. Students first inspect some subset of uninspected schools {i : χsz = 0} in
c (Hi ), where the subset can be adaptively chosen based on the observed values of other schools
inspected at that node. Students then report a refinement of sz , which encodes their choice of
schools in that set.
At terminal nodes z ∈ T the mechanism outputs a matching µz and inspections χz , where
χsz is consistent with history hsz
We let Σs denote the set of strategies for student s, i.e. an action a ∈ As (Hi ) for each
history Hi such that s ∈ S (Hi ).
Definition 12. We say that a choice-based mechanism is regret-free stable if at all terminal
nodes z = (µz , χz ) ∈ T the matching µz is regret-free stable with any underlying economy
consistent with the mechanism designer’s current information state Iz , and χz = χRF
z (µ|·)
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A.3

Accept-Watilist-Reject Mechanisms

We formally define Accept-Waitlist-Reject (AWR) mechanisms as dynamic games of incomplete
information as follows.
There is a set of players s ∈ S, possible actions, a ∈ A, and possible messages m ∈ M.
The main restriction of an AWR mechanism is that M is restricted to be the set messages of
the form C {A,W,R} ∪ C, where each element of C {A,W,R} oncodes a possible message from the
mechanism to a student about the set of schools that accept them (A) as the school is definitely
in their budget set, waitlist them (L) as the school may or may not be in their budget set, or
reject them (R) as the school is definitely not in their budget set. There is a set of nodes Z,
with initial node z 0 , and terminal nodes T . At each node z ∈ Z there is a partial message
history mz , given by a single element mz ∈ MS , with msz representing the last message sent
between the mechanism and each student. At each non-terminal node there is a set of active
n

students S (z) who are sent new messages ιsz ∈ C {A,W,R}

o
s∈S(z)

based on the message history

mz . At each node each student has private information about their history hsz = ({asz 0 , msz 0 , ιsz 0 })
of actions. These actions result in inspections χ = χsz and values v s |χ , which are also privately
known to the student.
There is a H={H1 , H2 , . . .} of the nodes into information sets. Each student s has a
partition Hs = {H1s , . . .} such that any two nodes z, z 0 are in the same information set z, z 0 ∈
His for some i if and only if they have the same history hsz = hsz 0 . Note that for a given
student s the mechanism designer only knows rs as well as I s , and so if students s, s0 satisfy


0

0

(rs , msz ) = rs , msz



then they are indistinguishable to the mechanism designer at node z.

Each information set Hi has: (1) a set of active students S = S (Hi ) of positive measure such
that s ∈ S ⇒ Hi ∈ Hs and msz ∈ C {A,W,R} , and if two students s, s0 are indistinguishable
to the mechanism designer at any node z ∈ Hi then s ∈ S ⇔ s0 ∈ S; and (2) a message in
mz ∈ C {A,W,R} for those students.
The available actions As (Hi ) ⊆ A for the set of active students s ∈ S (Hi ) at an information
set Hi are as follows. Students first inspect some subset of uninspected schools {i : χsz = 0}
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such that i accepts them (i.e. the element of msz corresponding to school i is A), where the
subset can be adaptively chosen based on the observed values of other schools inspected at that
node. Students then report their favorite school i ∈ A.
At terminal nodes z ∈ T the mechanism outputs a matching µz and inspections χz , where
χsz is consistent with history hsz
We let Σs denote the set of strategies for student s, i.e. an action a ∈ As (Hi ) for each
history Hi such that s ∈ S (Hi ). Note that in an AWR mechanism each student will be an
active student at a node exactly once.
Definition 13. We say that an AWR mechanism is regret-free stable if at all terminal nodes
z = (µz , χz ) ∈ T the matching µz is regret-free stable with any underlying economy consistent
with the mechanism designer’s current information state Iz , and χz = χRF
z (µ|·)

B

Examples demonstrating Impossibility of Regret-Free Stable
Mechanisms

We now demonstrate that standard mechanisms can fail spectacularly in learing market-clearing
cutoffs and alleviating the costs associated with information acquisition. Intuitively, in choicebased mechanisms students need to know other students’ choices in order to determine their
optimal inspection strategy, and so in general the student who performs the ’first’ inspection
will incur additional inspections costs. Standard Deferred Acceptance mechanisms, which are
played as one-shot games where students submit their full preference lists, perform especially
poorly, as students are given almost no information about their choices before deciding on
their inspection strategy. While in some settings regret can be eliminated by allowing for multiround mechanisms, we prove the stronger result that for general economies even multiple-round
mechanisms must either incur regret, or create an information deadlock, where every student
waits for others to acquire information first.
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B.1

Direct One-Shot Mechanisms

To demonstrate the issues in computing regret-free stable matchings, let us first consider the
case where all students are willing to inspect any school as long as it is in their budget set. We
may view this as a setting where the costs affect which schools students are willing to inspect,
but not the order in which they are willing to inspect them. It is clear that the standard
implementation of Deferred Acceptance as a one-shot game will not be regret-free even for
such students, as students’ budget sets will depend on the preferences of other students, and
so students who have low priority at the schools they prefer are likely to incur regret. We
illustrate this in the following example.
Example 4. Consider a discrete economy E = (C, S, q) with n students and n schools each
with capacity qi = 1. Suppose that school priorities are perfectly aligned, i.e. ris = rjs for all
s ∈ S, i, j ∈ C, and students have random preferences and are willing to incur the cost to attend
any school. Such demand can be rationalized e.g. by the priors Fis (x) = 0 for all x ∈ [0, 1),
Fis (x) =

1
4

for all x ∈ [1, 2), Fis (x) = 1 −

1
2k

h



for all k ≥ 1 and x ∈ 2k , 2k+1 and costs csi = 1

for all s ∈ S.
In any one-shot choice-based mechanism, a student s will have no regret only if she chooses
to examine precisely the set of all schools not selected by higher-ranked students. This is
because a student is willing to incur the cost to examine any school if and only if it is in her
budget set. As student preferences are random, the probability that every student other than


the highest-ranked student regrets her inspections is at least

Q

i

1−

1
n
i

( )

all n − 1. The example can also be modified so that with probability →

1
e



≥



n−1
n

n−1

→

1
e

a proportion → 1 of

students incur unbounded regret.12
This example demonstrates that single-shot choice-based mechanisms cannot hope to find
regret-free stable matchings, even in settings where students are willing to incur the costs of
searching any number of schools, due to their inability to coordinate the students’ search.
12

For each bound K the example can be modified so that with probability →
the top priority student incur regret at least K times their utility.
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1
e

all n − 1 students other than

B.2

Impossibility of Student-Optimal Regret-Free Stable Mechanisms

In this section we provide an example demonstrating that even in settings where it is possible
to implement a regret-free stable choice-based mechanism, it may be impossible to verify that
a matching is student-optimal without incurring regret.
Example 5. Consider an economy E with two schools C = {1, 2} with capacities q1 = q2 = 1
and 2 students S = {x, y}.13
Suppose that school priorities are given by

priority at 1 : r1y > r1x
priority at 2 : r2x > r2y .
Suppose also that student values at each school have discrete distribution P (vis = 1) = P (vis = 2) =
1
4,



P vis = 2k



=

1
2k

for all k > 1 and P (vis = x) = 0 for all x 6∈

Fis (x) = 0 for all x ∈ [0, 1), Fis (x) =
h

1
4

n

1
2k

o

for all x ∈ [1, 2), Fis (x) = 1 −

, i.e. with priors

k∈N
1
for
2k

all k ≥ 1 and



x ∈ 2k , 2k+1 , and that student costs for inspection are given by cx1 = cy2 = 1 and cx2 = cy1 = 2.
As E [(vis − v)] = ∞ for all s, i and v ∈ R it follows that both students’ optimal strategies are
to inspect all the schools that are available to them.14
Note that the matching µ = µschool defined by (µ (x) , µ (y)) = (2, 1) is always regret-free
stable, and is the school-optimal regret-free stable matching. Let µ0 = µstudent be defined by
(µ0 (x) , µ0 (y)) = (1, 2). We will consider two separate events. Let X denote the event that
v1x = v2y = 2 and v2x = v1y = 4. Let X 0 denote the event that v1x , v2y > 4 and v2x = v1y (ω) = 4.
Note that µschool is the student-optimal regret-free stable matching subject to event X, as both
x and y obtain their highest valued schools, and that µstudent is the student-optimal regret-free
stable matching subject to event X 0 , as both x and y again obtain their highest valued schools.
13

Strictly speaking, as we assumed that there are more students than seats, the economy should have three
students S={x, y, d} where d is a dummy student who has lower priority at every school than the students
in {x, y} and who has arbitrary preferences. For simplicity we omit these students in the description of the
economy; however note that the proof applies as written to both economies.
14
It is simple to extend this example so thatvis (·) is continuous random variable with continuous density by
smoothing the density for 2k over the interval 2k−1 , 2k .
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Notice that events X and X 0 are mutually exclusive, and that P (X) = P (X 0 ) =

 4
1
4

> 0.

Furthermore, v2x = v1y (ω) = 4 in either event. Thus, conditional on one of the events X or X 0
occurring, the only way to distinguish which event occurred is for student x to inspect school
1 or student y to inspect school 2.
We now first demonstrate why the existence of such X and X 0 shows that we cannot verify
student-optimality in a regret-free manner. Note that if µ = µschool is the student-optimal
regret-free stable matching then each school is assigned their top choice student, and so based
on school preferences alone there are no blocking pairs and the corresponding student budget
sets are B µ (x) = {2} , B µ (y) = {1}. Hence under χRF (µ|·) student x only inspects school 2,
and student y only inspects school 1. However, if µ0 = µstudent is the student-optimal regretfree stable matching then under χRF (µ0 |·) both students inspect both schools. Thus, since
it is impossible to distinguish between events X and X 0 without requiring either student x
to inspect school 1 or student y to inspect school 2, one of these inspections must occur in
the event X ∨ X 0 in order to determine the student-optimal regret-free stable matching, which
incurs regret under event X. In other words, it is impossible to verify that µschool is the studentoptimal regret-free stable matching without incurring regret. Since X has positive probability,
we conclude that it is impossible to verify that the student-optimal regret-free stable matching
is student-optimal without incurring regret with positive probability.

C
C.1

Estimating Regret-Free Stable Cutoffs
Continuity and Convergence of Market-Clearing Cutoffs

We first define a metric on the space of economies and on the space of stable matchings. Fix
a set of schools C and a set of students S. We say that a sequence of continuum economies
Ek =



ηk , qk



converges to the continuum economy E = (η, q) if η k converges in the weak

sense to η, and q k → q. We define the distance between stable matchings to be the distance
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between their associated cutoffs, d (µ, µ0 ) = maxP,P 0 :M(P )=µ,M(P 0 )=µ0 kP − P 0 k.15 Given a
finite economy E = (C, S, q) define the continuum economy Φ (E) = (C, S, η, q) by taking the
distribution η defined by

η

n

n

s ∈ S | θs = θt , vis ∈ vit (ω) | ω ∈ X

oo

=

1
p (X) ∀t ∈ S, X ⊆ Ω.
|S|

We may think of this as first taking the empirical distribution

1
t∈S |S| δt

P

and then changing the

point distribution δt for student t to mirror the possible distribution of values v t . We say that
a sequence of finite economies E k converges to the continuum economy E if the embeddings




Φ E k converge to E.
Theorem 8. Suppose the continuum economy E admits a unique regret-free stable matching
µ. Then the regret-free stable matching correspondence mapping economies to regret-free stable
matchings is continuous at E within the set of continuum economies.
Proof. The theorem follows from the analogous result in Azevedo and Leshno (2016) as well
as observing that the set of regular measures is open.
Theorem 9. Suppose the continuum economy E admits a unique regret-free stable matching µ,
and has a C 1 demand function that is non-singular at the market-clearing cutoffs (i.e. ∂D (P ∗ )




non-singular). Let E k = η k , qk be a randomly drawn finite economy, with k students drawn
independently according to η, and let P k be a market-clearing cutoff of E k . Then
√





d





k · P k − P ∗ → N 0, ∂D (P ∗ )−1 · Σq · ∂D (P ∗ )−T ,

where N (·|·) denotes a C-dimensional normal distribution with given mean and covariance
matrix, and
Σqij =
15





−qi qj

if i 6= j




qi (1 − qi )

if i = j.

Note that if E is the embedding of a finite economy then there are many cutoffs that give the same matching

µ.
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Theorem 9 shows that the estimated cutoffs P k are normally distributed around P ∗ , and
follows directly from the analogous result in Azevedo and Leshno (2016). Another interpretation is that given and underlying population η and cutoffs P ∗ , if demand is given by sampling
k students from η then the resulting market-clearing cutoffs P k will be normally distributed
around P ∗ .

C.2
C.2.1

Omitted Proofs for Section 5
Example 2

We show that



√  k
(α + 1) q
d
Σ .
k q̂ − q → N 0,
α

Let X be a random variable that gives a student randomly drawn according to η with corresponding demand DX , and with probability

α
α+1

and

1
α+1

assigns them to be a ’past’ stu



dent and ’present’ student respectively. Let m (X, P ) = 1 {X is ’past’} DX (P ) − q and let


√
g (X, q, P ) = 1 {X is ’present’} DX (P ) − q . Note that as bqkc − qk ≤ k1 it follows that k P̂

 (X ) 0

 def P
√ 0
D i (P̂ )
(α+1)k α
0
0
converges in distribution to k P̂ where P̂ satisfies m̂ X, P̂ = i=1
−q =
α+1
k

 def
√ k
√ k
0. Note also that similarly k q̂ converges in distribution to k q̂ satisfying ĝ X, q̂ k , P ∗ =



√  k
P(α+1)k 1
d
D(Xi ) (P ∗ )
k = 0. Hence
−
q̂
k
q̂
−
q
→ N (0, V ), where
i=1
α+1
k
1
V = (1 + α)var g (X, q, P ) − m (X, P ∗ ) .
α






∗







1
α
Since var (g (·))= 1+α
var DX (P ∗ ) , var (m (·))= 1+α
var DX (P ∗ ) and cov (g (·) , m (·))=0,









this is equal to var DX (P ∗ ) + α1 var DX (P ∗ ) =
C.2.2

(1+α) q
α Σ

as required.

Example 3

We first show that the outcome (µ, χ) after both rounds is regret-free stable with respect to
realized demand q̂ k . It suffices to show that for all students s ∈ S f (E) with free market
 

information it follows that µ (s) = Ds P̂ . Now since s ∈ S f (E) it holds that ∀i ris 6∈
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l

1−

P

j qj , 1



− qi , and her first-round budget set is B s = {i | ris ≥ 1 − qi }. Moreover, if i ∈ B s
 

 

then if µ (i) = qi it follows that P̂i < ris , and so i ∈ B s P̂ . Finally, if i ∈ B s P̂
1 − ris ≤

P

j qj ,

0

as all students find all schools acceptable and so if ris ≥ ris then student s0
 

is assigned to some school. In other words, B s ⊆ B s P̂


 

Ds B s P̂

then

⊆ B s , and so µ (s) = Ds (B s ) =

 

= Ds P̂ .

We now show that





√  k
1
d
q
qf T
k q̂ − q → N 0, Σ + 2
A+I Σ A .
α

Let X be a random variable that gives a student randomly drawn according to η with corre



sponding demand DX . Let the first-round cutoffs be Pif = 1−qi , let m (X, Γ) = 1{X∈S F (E)} DX P f |η (Γ) −




X
∗
∗
f . Note that the
q f and let g (X, q, Γ) = m (X, Γ) + 1{X ∈S
/ F (E)} D (P (Γ) |η (Γ )) − q − q



estimated Γ̂ satisfies m̂ X, Γ̂

 def P
k

i=1 α

=

(DXi (P f |η(Γ̂))|X∈S F (E))
k

− q f = 0, and that the es-


 def P
(DXi (P f |η(Γ̂))|X∈S F (E))
k
timate demand q̂ k of all students satisfies ĝ X, q̂ k , Γ̂ =
+
i=1 α
k


X
∗
∗
F
√
i
(D (P (Γ̂)|η(Γ ))|X6∈S (E))
d
(1 − α)
− q̂ k = 0. Hence k q̂ k − q → N (0, V ), where
k

1
V = var g (X, q, Γ ) − I + A m (X, Γ∗ )
α




∗





and A = E [∇Γ (g (X, q, Γ∗ ) − m (X, Γ∗ ))] E [∇Γ m (X, Γ∗ )]−1 .


Note that A = ∇Γ D (P ∗ (Γ) |η (Γ∗ )) |Γ=Γ∗ ∇Γ Df (Γ∗ )

−1

. Moreover cov (g (·) , m (·))=var (m (·))

and so
1
1
V = var (g (·)) + var (m (·)) I + A
α
α








T

.


f

Since var (g (·))=var DX (Γ∗ ) =Σq , var (m (·))=2αvar Df (Γ∗ ) =2αΣq , this is equal to
Σq + 2AΣq

f



1 + α1 A

T

as required.
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